
 
  

  
 

 
 

 
    

 

WORKSHOP REPORT
 
The Future of Working Cultural Landscapes:
 

Parks, Partners, and Local Products
 
October 21-22, 2008
 

© Brent Mitchell / QLF 

Workshop convened by: 
NPS Conservation Study Institute 
Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park 
Shelburne Farms National Historical Landmark 
QLF/Atlantic Center for the Environment 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Conservancy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This workshop was convened at Cuyahoga Valley National Park in Ohio by the National Park Service Conservation Study Institute, Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park and their partners, QLF/Atlantic Center for the Environment and Shelburne Farms National Historic Landmark; in cooperation with Cuyahoga Valley National Park and its partner, the Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Conservancy.  More than 50 participants representing teams of national parks and their partners from across the National Park System gathered to exchange experiences and discuss next steps for an emerging network of park managers, nonprofit organizations, cooperating associations, concessioners, and producers working to protect sense of place and promote sustainability of working cultural landscapes.For more information on the workshop partners, see:Conservation Study Institute: www.nps.gov/csiMarsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park: www.nps.gov/mabiShelburne Farms: www.shelburnefarms.orgQuebec–Labrador Foundation/Atlantic Center for the Environment: www.qlf.org Cuyahoga Valley National Park: www.nps.gov/cuvaCuyahoga Valley Countryside Conservancy: www.cvcountryside.org 



 
     

   
 

 Context for the Workshop
 
The landscape character of many parks and protected 
areas has been shaped by generations of land use and 
traditional systems of production that created a distinctive 
sense of place. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The landscape character of many parks and protected areas has been shaped by multiple generations of land use practices and traditional systems of production. These traditions have, over time, created characteristic patterns of land use, biodiversity of plants and animals, community development, and a distinctive sense of place.



   
   

  

   
   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Today, many of these traditional land uses and their related 
products are being rapidly destabilized, displaced, and lost. The 
speed and scope of change is unprecedented. 

With a sense of the urgency to conserve working  landscapes, 
this is a time to rethink our paradigm for conservation. 

There is an 
opportunity for 
national parks, 
partners, local 
communities, and 
producers to work 
together in new 
ways to conserve 
working cultural 
landscapes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As recently as a generation ago these land use traditions were taken for granted by parks and protected areas. However, it is now clear that many of these traditional land uses and their related products are rapidly being destabilized and displaced – and lost. The speed and scope of this change is unprecedented. There is a sense of urgency to this work, due to the loss of working cultural landscapes, their cultural and genetic diversity, and cultural traditions. This is a time for rethinking the conventional relationships between parks and protected areas on the one hand, and local communities and producers on the other. There is an opportunity for national parks, partners, communities, and producers to work together to define common interests and cooperative, innovative strategies that can contribute some measure of sustainability and long-term conservation of the cultural and natural heritage that we are losing.



   
 
  

  

 

 

 

This workshop builds on the 2007 publication
 
Stewardship Begins with People:
 

An Atlas of Places, People, and Handmade Products
 

The objectives of the Atlas: 
•	 Recognize people practicing 

stewardship that is sustaining 
landscapes and living cultures 

•	 Demonstrate the relationship 
between people, special 
products, and landscapes 

•	 Model sustainable behaviors 
•	 Enhance alliances between 

parks, producers, and 
communities 

•	 Build a network of parks and 
partners involved in this work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During an international exchange with Italy in 2002, the discovery of an atlas of traditional food products from Italian national parks inspired Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park and the Conservation Study Institute to sponsor a similar effort in the U.S. to look at national parks and other protected areas. This effort highlighted connections with products from working cultural landscapes, with the dual intent to help address some of the management challenges that many parks were facing and forge new partnerships with people and organizations focused on traditional, authentic products. The culmination of this multi-year research effort was the publication, Stewardship Begins with People: An Atlas of Places, People, and Handmade Products. For more information on the Atlas, contact stewardship@nps.gov.



 

 
 

  
  

  

 
 

 
 

Workshop Objectives
 

• Share innovation, experiences, 
and best practices 
• Discuss new approaches and 

partnerships to protect 
landscape character and 
promote sustainability 
• Establish a network of park 

managers, cooperating partners, 
and producers 
• Identify opportunities to advance 

© Brent Mitchell / QLF this work 



 
  

 

 
  

  

 

  

  

  

  
 

   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
    

Workshop Participants
 
National Park Service 
•	 Appomattox Court House National 

Historical Park 
•	 Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National 

Historical Park 
•	 Carl Sandburg National Historic Site 
•	 Minute Man National Historical Park 
•	 Champlain Valley National Heritage 

Partnership 
•	 Monocacy National Battlefield 
•	 Chattahoochee River National 

Recreation Area 
•	 National Capital Parks – East 
•	 NPS Conservation Study Institute 
•	 Point Reyes National Seashore 
•	 Cuyahoga Valley National Park 
•	 Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail 
•	 Erie Canalway National Heritage Corridor 
•	 Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore 

•	 Fort McHenry National Monument 
•	 Thomas Stone National Historic Site 
•	 George Washington Birthplace National 

Historic Site 
•	 Wrangell–St. Elias National Park and 

Preserve 
•	 Grant-Kohrs Ranch National Historic Site 
•	 Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
•	 Hampton National Historic Site 
•	 Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site 
•	 Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore 
•	 James A. Garfield National Historic Site 

•	 NPS Chief Historical Architect 
•	 Chief of Concessions, Midwest Region 
•	 Office of Cultural Resources, Midwest 

Region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The more than 50 participants comprised a broad diversity: 24 national parks, representing all regions, including interpreters, educators, maintenance staff, resource managers, and park superintendents 2 regional office staff NPS Chief Historical Architect 1 concessioner 15 partners/cooperating associations 1 Italian national park



    

  
    

                   
 

                                                   
 

                         
    

               
 

                                                         

                           
   

  

   
Italian National Parks 
•	 Parco Nazionale Dolomiti Bellunesi 

Partners, Cooperating Associations, and Concessioners 
• Accoceek Foundation 
• McCarthy Area Council 
• Alice Ferguson Foundation 
• National Parks Conservation Association 
• Alliance for Local Sustainable Agriculture 
• Preserve Historic Sleeping Bear 
• Cobb County Parks 
• PRIZM, Inc. 
• Cuyahoga Countryside Conservancy 
• QLF/Atlantic Center for the Environment 
• Cuyahoga Valley National Park Association 
• Renewing America’s Food Traditions 
• Eastern National 
• Shelburne Farms 
• Great Smoky Mountains Association 
• Western National Parks Association 



   
  

  
  

   
   

The Future of Working Cultural Landscapes:
 
Parks, Partners, and Local Products
 

Workshop Findings
 

1. Urgency for conservation 
2. Opportunities and promising 

trends 
3. Cooperation among the NPS, 


partners, and communities
 

4. Next steps to encourage 
stewardship of working cultural 
landscapes 



    
 

 

   

   
  

  

    
   

   

1. Urgency for 
conservation of 
working cultural 
landscapes 

• Loss of regional identity, distinctiveness, and character
 

• Fragmented landscapes 

• Unraveling of traditional social/economic relationships 
to the land and loss of special products of place 

• Loss of biological diversity 

• Loss of context for stories linking people to the land and
 
an estrangement from the landscapes that sustain us
 

• Concerns for climate change and food security 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other challenges include: Globalization of production and markets, and competition from commodity and mass markets Rising transportation costsThere is growing public concern about these trends and the loss that we are experiencing and seeing in the landscapes around us – and concern also for our loss of community.



     
  

  
   

   
     
  

2. Opportunities and promising trends 
associated with working landscapes 

• Emergence of the concept of cultural landscapes 
• Recognition of the role of people and cultural traditions 

in creating and sustaining working landscapes 
• Recognition that working cultural landscapes are often 

reservoirs of agrobiodiversity 
(including heirloom species) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Over the last 15 years the concept of cultural landscapes has emerged, and landscapes have been recognized as a type of cultural resource, alongside historic buildings, archeology, and collections in both the U.S. and internationally. Significant progress has been made in understanding landscapes, assessing their significance and integrity, and developing management strategies. With the recognition of working landscapes came an expanded notion of the values of landscapes – not just the value of their tangible resources but also the associated intangible values. There is a growing recognition of the role of people and the cultural traditions that have created working cultural landscapes and are vitally important to sustaining them. Even with the recognition of these values, the working landscape continues to present special management and sustainability challenges. These landscapes are places where continuity is important, but landscapes are also places that change and it can be a challenge to manage change. The value of working cultural landscapes is rooted in the past, in telling stories of place – but to sustain these places our approach must also be about the future. There is a growing interest in stories of place, and many of these stories are connected to the land and the traditions that shaped the landscape. Recognizing and valuing the people, their traditions, their skills, and their products helps to tell authentic stories of place. This recognition of people and traditions linked with stories creates opportunities for conversations between parks and the people who live near or within national parks, as well as between neighboring communities and parks. New partnerships can emerge from a common interest in a shared vision of the future. Working landscapes are often closely intertwined with natural systems. Traditionally, nature has been a predominant value in national parks and, consequently, integrating more recently recognized values of working cultural landscapes can be challenging. It is important to view cultural landscapes as an additional value of place – not as a rejection of the value of nature, but rather as a complementary value that requires dialogue and creativity in order to respect and sustain multiple landscape values.Working landscapes contain important agrobiodiversity – many of these places still support species and cultivars that are increasingly rare or in danger of being lost. Agrobiodiversity is defined by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations as the variety and variability of animals, plants, and micro-organisms that are important to food and agriculture. The Convention on Biological Diversity, an international treaty ratified in 1993, specifies that biodiversity includes agrobiodiversity alongside wild biodiversity. This convention urges the conservation of domestic or cultivated species “in the surroundings where they have developed their distinctive properties,” also known as in situ conservation. The conservation of working cultural landscapes enables in situ conservation, while also emphasizing the importance of the often complex farming systems that have developed in response to the unique physical and cultural aspects of the landscape.



    

 
 

  
 

   

2. Opportunities and trends, cont’d
 

•Growing attention to value-added
 
artisanal products and locally-

grown foods 
•Interest in identifying local products 

with particular landscapes 
•Interest in building community and 

engaging youth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 There is growing interest in artisanal products and locally-grown foods and a concern for authenticity and quality. Economic value can be added to local products and foods through association with place, heritage, sustainable management, local production, and craftsmanship. By identifying local products with particular landscapes through branding associated with place, there is an opportunity to make a direct connection between purchase of the product and conservation of the landscape where it’s produced. There is a shift in consumer awareness and choice today – in eating food grown and produced within 50 – 100 miles and in supporting environmentally friendly local production such as buying food and other products at a farmers’ market or joining a community supported agriculture (CSA) operation. The future of many place-based products is tied to economic change and to consumer choice. Part of the educational opportunity is to highlight the value-added products associated with special places and use that connection in the market place so that consumers know that by purchasing these products they are contributing to the future sustainability of a working landscape. A similar educational opportunity exists in helping consumers see food choice as a way to reduce our carbon footprint. There is growing interest in building community, particularly in engaging youth with “real-world” experiences to counteract the “nature deficit disorder” identified by Richard Louv in his book, Last Child in the Woods.



    
  

 

   
   

     
   

    
     

     

3. Cooperation among the 
NPS, partners, and 
communities 

Working together, national parks, 

partners, and communities can:
 

• Demonstrate a more harmonious way of relating to the land 
• Interpret and highlight sustainability initiatives and model
 

innovative stewardship of landscapes
 

• Provide a consistent message to park visitors in offering programs, 
products (food and other items for sale), and transportation that 
connect to place and sustainability 
• Offer an alternative vision whereby visitors can see a more 

desirable future and rediscover the values associated with working 
cultural landscapes 
• Make use of the NPS’s “power of demonstration” to enhance the 

visibility of landscape conservation efforts. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In speaking of Americans’ connection to the land, writer Wendell Berry observed that “most people now are living on the far side of a broken connection…” Working together, national parks and their partners have the ability to mend that lost connection to the land and reconnect with the landscapes that sustain us. They can use the visibility of the national parks and their “power of demonstration” to magnify landscape conservation efforts far beyond the immediate impact on the ground. Parks, partners, producers, and communities can play a key role in interpreting and highlighting landscape conservation initiatives and modeling innovative stewardship. Author and scholar Gary Paul Nabhan, in his keynote presentation at the workshop, suggested that national parks could help promote “lasting and more pervasive stewardship practices that reap authentic heritage products which help keep stewards on the land, thereby enhancing the sustainability of larger working landscapes in which national parks and heritage areas are nested.”



 
 

     
    

    
   

    
   

    
     

   
 

       
    

    
  

Next Steps to Encourage Stewardship of 
Working Cultural Landscapes 
• Create opportunities for practitioner exchange and learning around 

best practices in conservation of working landscapes 
• Expand the network of practitioners/producers and identify network 

role(s) in enhancing and supporting landscape conservation efforts 
• Encourage/support efforts within national parks to offer local 

products, foods, and services that support sustainability and 
landscape conservation 
• Explore potential criteria and/or branding system(s) to encourage 

product authenticity and sustainable practices across national parks 
• Continue/enhance international relationships and opportunities for 

practitioner exchange between countries 
• Co-sponsor and engage park interpreters in regional festivals that offer 

opportunities to educate the public about cultural/culinary traditions, 
bridge cultures, and support local foods and products of place 
• Share the workshop message widely 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional points:Regarding the first bullet, opportunities for practitioner exchange and learning include seminars, trainings, and case studiesThis PowerPoint presentation can be used to share the workshop message



 

 

 

Sharing Best Practices I
 
Cuyahoga Valley National Park
 

John Debo, Superintendent
 

Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Initiative
 
Darwin Kelsey, Executive Director CVCC
 



    
   

The Need 
Until the Countryside Initiative was established, the park 
was losing its most valued resource: a vibrant working 
agricultural landscape. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cuyahoga Valley National Park, lying between Cleveland and Akron, was established in 1974 to protect the historic, scenic, natural, and recreational values of the Cuyahoga River and the adjacent farming landscape. At the time of the park’s establishment the region was already experiencing a decline in farming; this continued in the next decades, as the park assumed ownership of many (but not all) of the farms within the park boundary. Farming had been the primary force shaping the landscape. With the loss of active farming, the park was losing its most central and valued resource—a vibrant working agricultural landscape. The Ohio and Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor was established in 1996 (encompassing the park), further emphasizing the value of the valley’s landscape.



    
    

   
  

 

   
   

  
  

The goal of the Cuyahoga Valley 
Countryside Initiative: to 
preserve the [park’s] agricultural 
landscape, populated by real 
people, pursuing financially 
viable and environmentally 
sustainable farm enterprise in a 
manner consistent with the 
highest standards of National 
Park Service cultural and natural 
resource stewardship. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The park created the Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Initiative in 1991 to revitalize farming within the park, thus reversing the trend of farm disuse and disrepair.



 
 

The Countryside Initiative is managed by the 
Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Conservancy in 
partnership with Cuyahoga Valley National Park 

Connecting the Dots...
 



      

  
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Initiative: How It Works
 

•	 NPS rehabilitates farmhouse and farm structures (objective to 
reinvigorate 20 old farms) 

• Prospective farmers apply for a 60-year lease to farm within
 
the park; the lease is transferable subject to park approval
 

•	 The Countryside Conservancy oversees day-to-day operations 
of the Initiative (including recruiting farmers and marketing), 
coordinating with the park and with farmers 

•	 NPS reviews farm plans and improvement proposals and 

ensures environmental/historic preservation compliance
 

•	 Farmers develop/implement farm plans and maintain farm 

property; they pay rent and make capital investments
 

•	 Initiative includes periodic networking activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Countryside Initiative is a three-way partnership between the park/NPS, the Cuyahoga Valley Countryside Conservancy (the nonprofit manager of the initiative), and farmers. Nine farms are currently leased, with two additional farms offered for leasing in 2008. Profile of the nine currently operating farms:Size range:  2 to 35 usable acresProducts:  vegetables, livestock (meat goats, turkeys, sheep), berries, herbs, grapes/wineMarketing/sales:  pick your own (PYO), community supported agriculture (CSA), restaurants, roadside stands, farmers markets, direct deliveryAll cooperate with park interpretive/educational programs; some plan additional education activities



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
  

Greenfield Berry Farm
 
Daniel & Michele Greenfield
 

•Pick-your-own 
•Blueberries, strawberries,
 

raspberries
 
•Leased in 2005 
•CSA in 2008 
•Offer working shares 
•Participate in NPS school 


programs
 
•Planning a curriculum on
 

bee-keeping and the
 
farm’s ecology
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greenfield Berry Farm (Daniel and Michele Greenfield)PYO farm leased in 2005, currently growing blueberries, strawberries, and raspberries as well as potatoes; plan other fruit and vegetables in the futureOffered CSA shares in 2008, hope to triple numbers in 2009; also offer working sharesEmploy an internDaniel took beekeeping workshop, now sells honey from farmDaniel an environmental educator by profession, participates in NPS school programs (“After the Chores,” “Down and Dirty Farming”)Plans a curriculum on beekeeping and the farm’s ecology; has park approval to build a “Thoreau Cabin”



   

 
 

   
  

  

   
  

  
  

 

Goat Feathers Point Farm
 
Terry & Cindy Smith 

•Heritage-breed meat goats, 
turkeys, and chickens 
•Leased in 2005 
•70 breeding does (2007), plan 

200 goats & turkeys annually 
•Sell from farm, occasionally at 

farmers markets 
•Use local processors (some goat 

© Brent Mitchell / QLF meat goes to restaurants) 
•Participate in NPS education 

programs 

© Brent Mitchell / QLF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goat Feathers Point Farm (Terry and Cindy Smith)Farm leased in 2005, produces Heritage-breed meat goats, turkeys, and chickens70 breeding does in 2007, grow to 100; objective to raise 200 goats and turkeys annuallyMost sales to the public are from the farm, occasionally sales in farmers marketsNo on-farm processing of goats or poultry; use local processors, with some goats then going to restaurants“Wouldn’t have been able to farm without the park program”Collaborate with park’s educators who bring school groups to the farm (“Goats and Gobblers”)



 

   
    

    
 

   
  

  
 

 

Basket of Life Farm 
Eric & Heather Walters 

•CSA vegetable farm, leased in 2005 
•Currently 30 shares (waiting list 180); plans 75-80 shares 
•Plans greenhouses in back fields, more traditional farming 

in front fields 
•Buy seeds to support preservation of heirloom species 
•Second house on property, planning a commercial kitchen 

and classes (canning, cooking, gardening) 
•Participate in NPS educational programs 

© Brent Mitchell / QLF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basket of Life Farm (Eric and Heather Walters)CSA vegetable farm leased in 2005Offered shares two years ago, currently 30 shares and waiting list of 180; future, 75-80 shares Pick up is at farm; some people drive considerable distance one-wayStill breaking ground on some fields; plan greenhouses in back fields, more traditional farming in front fieldsInterested in seed saving, but still purchase seeds to support preservation of heirloom speciesEric and Heather both have outside jobs, but next year Eric full-time on farm Second house on property; plan a commercial kitchen and use for classes (canning, cooking, gardening) and intern housing (if include in farming operations, no additional rent)Park educators bring Junior Rangers to the farm



 

 

 
 

  
  

   

Sharing Best Practices II
 
Education Case Studies
 

© Brent Mitchell / QLF 

Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park
 
Christina Marts, Resource Manager
 

Shelburne Farms National Historic Landmark
 
Megan Camp, Program Director
 

Minute Man National Historical Park
 
Leslie Obleschuk, Chief of Interpretation and Education
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park, www.nps.gov/mabiShelburne Farms National Historic Landmark, www.shelburnefarms.orgMinute Man National Historical Park, www.nps.gov/mima



 
 

  
  

  
 

 

Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller 
National Historical Park 
The park models sustainable practices (e.g., a 
550-acre working forest, and the LEED-certified 
Forest Center) 

The park’s working forest is certified by the 
Forest Stewardship Council; all products carry 
the park/FSC brands and demonstrate: 

•association with place 

• regional craftsmanship 

•good woodland practices 

•conservation and local sustainable
 
development
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller NHP uses collaboration and partnerships to engage the community and advance stewardship.The park’s programs connect people (visitors/local residents) to place.In all visitor/community programs, the park’s interpreters/educators invite dialogue on stewardship and what sustainability means for people in their own place and time.



   
     

  
  

   

  
   

  

  

  
 

  

Case Study: A Forest for Every Classroom
 
Vision: If students are to become responsible 
decision makers, they must understand local 
places/ecosystems, and have educational 
opportunities to practice stewardship in their 
own communities. 

• multi-disciplinary, field-based 
professional development for educators 
that integrates best practices in place-
based education 
•year-long training to ensure that teacher 

learning transfers to classroom practice 
•integrates community engagement and 

service-learning opportunities 
•sustained professional support in 

subsequent years through alumni 
workshops, networking, and a fellows 
program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Forest For Every Classroom (http://www.nps.gov/mabi/forteachers/forest-for-every-classroom.htm)Public/private partnership demonstrates how collaboration can build community and educate for changeDuring program design, partners invited input from educators, foresters, resource managers, and othersOngoing training throughout the year includes three two-day workshops and a five-day summer instituteParticipating teachers create local community resource networksSustained professional support through the year-long training and in subsequent years through alumni workshops, networking, and a fellows programPartners: Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park, the NPS Conservation Study Institute, Green Mountain National Forest, Shelburne Farms, and the Northeast Office of the National Wildlife Federation



    
 

  
 

 

  

 

  

A Forest for Every Classroom… 
…was one of five place-based 
education programs that collaborated 
in an evaluation to assess the 
outcomes of place-based programs. 
The evaluation found that: 

•connections were forged 
between school and community 
•teacher practices improved 
•student knowledge, motivation, 

and skills for stewardship 
increased 
•student attachment to place 

grew 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Forest for Every Classroom was one of five place-based education programs that collaborated in an evaluation to assess program outcomes and partnerships. The results included:Short-term outcomes: connections forged between school and community; teacher practices improvedIntermediate outcomes: Greater student knowledge, motivation, and skills for stewardship; increase in local social capitalLong-term outcomes: Enhanced community sustainability, vitality, and civic participation; students more attached to placeFor more information, see www.peecworks.org and www.promiseofplace.org.



 
   

   
  

  

 
 

 
 

Shelburne Farms 
National Historic Landmark 
•Cultivates a conservation ethic through educational programs 

and on-site demonstration of stewardship that is 
environmentally, economically, and culturally sustainable 
•Programs increase appreciation of natural and agricultural 

resources and working landscapes, and encourage ecologically 
literate choices that contribute 
to sustainability 
•Produces an award-

winning farmhouse 
cheddar that uses 
fresh, raw milk from 
the farm’s purebred 
Brown Swiss cows 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See www.shelburnefarms.org



 
 

 

 

 

 
  

   
 

Vermont Food Education Every Day (FEED)
 
•Collaborates with schools to rebuild 

healthy food systems and link 
classrooms, cafeterias, local farms, and 
communities 
•Works with farmers as educators: 

- engage as farm mentors’ 
- pay to host field trips 
- bring farmers together to share 

strategies 
•Cafeteria program buys local food to 

align cafeteria with what is being taught 
in classroom 
•Experienced challenge getting program
 

into schools; had to build in standards
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See www.vtfeed.org for more information.



 
   

     
    

  
    

   
  

Minute Man National Historical Park
 
•Park was historically farmland, with a farming 

tradition reaching back to colonial times 
•Farming and connections to farmers were lost 

when park was created in 1959; now working to 
re-establish farmland within the park 
•Farmers don’t own farmland, but operate 

through special use permit (SUP) 
•SUPs a short-term means to keep landscape 

open, but park plans future switch to leasing 



  
  

 
   

 
  

  
 

    
 

Minute Man NHP: Battle Road Farms 
• Collaborative project to sustain 

agricultural use and maintain 
colonial-era landscape 
• Farm-based education program 

encourages visitors to think how 
lessons of colonial agrarian life 
apply to their own actions today 
• Program expands interpretive 

and educational opportunities 
and engages local communities 
and new audiences with a story 
that is relevant 
today 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case study: Battle Road FarmsCollaborative project to sustain agricultural use and maintain colonial-era landscape along Battle Road Developing farm-based education program inspired by the historic agricultural legacy of the landProgram encourages visitors to think how lessons of colonial agrarian life apply to their own actions todayGoal to preserve landscape and recreate appearance of colonial times; farmers use colonial techniques when in specific programs but modern techniques otherwiseProgram expands interpretive/educational opportunities and engages community/new audiences with story that is relevant today 



 

  
  

 

Sharing Best Practices III
 
Branding Case Studies
 

NPS Concession Program
 
Kurt Rausch, Consultant, PRIZIM Inc.
 

Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site
 
Anne Worthington, Superintendent
 

Grant-Kohrs Ranch National Historic Site
 
Laura Rotegard, Superintendent
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diverse spectrum of branding initiatives Geographic association of product with place Product produced in specific place and branded with that placeBrand used in common throughout region (takes branding to scale)Independent third party shares brand (e.g., FSC certification)Environmental quality brand for products/services within park (i.e., parties responsible for lodging, crafts, food products branded by the park have agreed to abide by certain principles)Branding raises questions for NPS: What is the most appropriate role for NPS in brand development?To what extent can we leverage identity as a national park with the brand?How to ensure product authenticity/integrity over time?Who is benefiting and how?Can branding/co-branding help the community and build support for the park at the same time? NPS Concession Program, http://www.concessions.nps.gov/PRIZIM Inc., http://www.prizim-inc.com/Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site, http://www.nps.gov/hutrGrant-Kohrs Ranch National Historic Site, http://www.nps.gov/grko



 
   

  
 

  
   

  

NPS Concessions Operators… 
are interested in branding because environmental 
sustainability is good marketing 
A brand can: 
• Assure quality and authenticity 
• Show that an operator is doing certain things
 

• Assure the NPS that the operator is meeting 

environmental management requirements
 



  

  

  

Different certification levels
 

Program level certification, such as: 

Product certification, such as:
 



 Hubbell Trading Post
 
National Historic Site
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hubbell Trading Post is the oldest continuously operating trading post in the Navajo Nation. The trading post historically fulfilled many roles in the Navajo community: trading, buying/selling sheep and wool, selling rugs, maintaining alfalfa fields to feed horses. The park’s mission is to sustain the trading post as a bona fide business operation that respects history and tradition while adapting to contemporary change. The trading post is operated by the park’s nonprofit cooperating association, Western National Parks Association. The association also employs the trading post manager, who gives “rug talks” and works one-on-one with the local Navajo community and other visitors/customers.



   
 

  
 

 

 

Navajo Weavers 
Each rug has a certificate of 
authenticity, with the weaver’s 
photo, bio, and name of home 
community, thus adding value 
associated with craftsmanship 
and sense of place. 

Weaver Joann Shorty 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hubbell Trading Post is deeply connected with Navajo rugs, and the park interprets this part of its history through onsite weaving demonstrations. Weavers are salaried employees of Western National Parks Association and weave traditional Navajo rugs in the park’s visitor center. Western National buys rugs from contemporary weavers for resale in the trading post. Rugs are also sold at a semi-annual auction hosted by the Friends of Hubbell Trading Post.



    
  

  
   

 
  

  

The park supports the local Navajo community by…
 
•Reintroducing farming within the 

park 
•Using farming to interpret important 

traditions such as planting corn in 
the traditional manner 
•Partnering to bring back traditional 

Churro sheep 
•Hiring local youth to help with haying 



 
 

…and by workshops that 
help to preserve traditional 
activities such as shearing 
and dyeing 



 

   

Grant–Kohrs Ranch National Historic Site
 

“…how we manage grass and what depends upon it…”
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grant-Kohrs Ranch NHS celebrates ranching heritage, displays the cultural landscape and historic “fabric” of open range era.Brands are integral to western ranching heritage and what it means to be western: your name is often your brand.Park is building its brand around both identity/products and processes/practices – the GK brand identifies the park’s cattle/products, and also embodies good stewardship and sustainability in ranching operationsNumerous products are associated with the park:- traditional games with nails, made by the park blacksmith- blueprints for a unique chair stool found at the ranch (“Wilhemina’s chair”)- products associated with the open range (e.g., “chuckwagon” coffee)- products that connect with the ranch story (e.g., items made from “hitching” horsehair)- cards with artists’ paintings of the ranch, with interpretive text



Dutch “K” horse brand 
CK cattle brand 
GK National Park brand 

for horses and cattle 
(“Lazy G, Hanging K”) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ninety-eight percent of Montana cattle are still branded the traditional way. Brands are registered with the state, and no two ranchers have exactly the same brand. There are tens of thousands of brands registered in Montana, and some have been in the same family since the 1800s.Your brand is your reputation. Conrad Kohrs’ cattle were called “CKs” after the brand he used. He employed “CK” cowboys who worked at the “CK” ranch.At Grant-Kohrs Ranch, we brand “Lazy G, Hanging K” on the left ribs of our cattle and the right thigh of our horses. We also have the registration for the old “CK” brand, but generally use the “Lazy G, Hanging K” to give recognition to Johnny Grant’s contribution to the early days of the historic site we proudly call “The Nation’s Ranch.”�



 
  

   

Value Added Feasibility Study 
Montana State University Business School senior thesis 
project to identify value-added opportunities for beef from 
ranch cattle 
•10 calves 
•GK Jerky 
•GK Cuts – from 


grass-fed beef
 
•GK tanned products
 



Hitching Horsehair
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the 1860s, Conrad Kohrs helped establish the Montana Territorial Prison in Deer Lodge, adjacent to the ranch. The prison focused on inmate rehabilitation through work and production of artisan items, including woven or “hitched” horsehair products: belts, hatbands, key fobs, and horse tack. Inmates have the time to learn horsehair hitching, a very labor intensive craft. For more than a century, collectors have sought out these famous Deer Lodge artisan items. Occasionally, the park’s welcome center features an inmate to teach hitching to visitors. 



              

 
    

        
 

  

Cows and Weeds Program

2004 – 18 heifers taught to select non-native invasive plants in balance 

with grass 
2008 – 26 animals kept 400 acres in check for 3 species (1/3 of herd, 1/4 

of grassland) 
2009 – 14 new heifers to be trained 

E X P E R I E N C E Y O U R    A M E R I C A
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The park’s stewardship- or sustainability-related initiatives include”Teaching cattle to eat invasive plants (the “Cows and Weeds” program)Helping Theodore Roosevelt National Park rebuild their longhorn herdWorking with ranchers to help carry stewardship principles and heritage forward



 

 

Keynote Presentation I
 

National Parks and Neighboring Communities 
and Their Collaboration in Conserving and 

Promoting Place-based Heritage Foods 

Gary Paul Nabhan 
Founder 
Renewing America’s Food Traditions 



    
 

  
   

   
 

  

   
  

 
     

  

  

   

Collaborations that cross the boundaries 
between conservation and use can: 
• promote lasting stewardship practices 

and authentic heritage products that 
help keep stewards on the land, thereby 
enhancing sustainability of the larger 
working landscapes in which national parks 
and heritage areas are nested 

• honor traditions while encouraging innovations that exemplify the best 
practices for promoting place-based sustainability 

• identify and lower barriers now keeping parks from fully participating 
with local neighbors and partners to advance such collaborative 
conservation of nature and culture 

• reinforce, sustain, and expand the network of park managers, farmers, 
ranchers, chefs, nonprofits, cooperating associations, concessioners, 
consumers, and others dedicated to such collaborations 



    
  

  
  

 

 

  
 

  

 

To foster conservation and sustainable 
working landscapes without risking 
ecological, cultural, or human health, the 
NPS and partners can ally themselves 
with the rapidly-growing (and like-minded) 
local and heritage food movements. 

•	 22% rise/year in local food 
sales since 2000 

•	 $2 billion in 2002, up to
 
$5 billion in 2007
 

• 1,755 farmers markets in
 
1994, over 4,400 now
 

•	 60 CSAs in 1990, more 

than 1,700 CSAs today
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSA: community supported agriculture operation



    
   

 

   

   
  

  

The NPS can guide those engaged with promotion of 
place-based heritage foods into more deeply 
addressing issues such as… 

•authenticity 
• indigenous and ethnic rights to
 

resources
 
•sustainability 
•historic interpretation 
• links to biological conservation and 

restoration 

…while also phasing out all fake 
heritage products and assisting 
producers struggling for ecological 
and economic sustainability 



   
  

   
  
 

  
 

 
   

    
  

   
  

Opportunities for the NPS to advance such work while 
keeping with its mission: 

• Collaborate to document, interpret, and 
celebrate unique foods, artisanal products, and 
traditions 
• Ally with diverse cultural stewards of heritage 

foods and associated traditions 

• Engage historic food operations in communities 
neighboring national parks to support 
sustainability and authenticity 

• Engage park interpreters in educating the public 
on cultural/culinary traditions that span 
borders/cultures 
• Collaborate with neighbors to use park orchards 

as repositories of local “heirloom” species 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional opportunities:Encourage park biologists, historians, and cultural resource managers to recover forgotten fruits and depleted meatsCo-sponsor RAFT’s “American Heritage Picnics” featuring heritage foodsForge relationships among parks, private land stewards, cultural preservation advocates, and “foodies”



  
  

  
  

    
  

  

More than ever before, we 
need to recruit young 
stewards to re-adapt and re-
localize food production to 
the particulars of place… 

…and establish new regional 
markets for place-based 
heritage breeds that better 
support the livelihoods of 
land stewards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The need to re-adapt and re-localize food production…:As many as 4,000 food varieties and species are unique and adapted to specific foodsheds in North America.But at least 1,100 (and maybe 2,000) of these are at risk of falling off our tables and out of our food system.A new generation of food producers is interested in agrobiodiversityThe need to establish new regional markets for place-based heritage breeds…:Work with producers to tell unique stories of breeds and their stewardship to add value to productsRe-establish herds or orchards where fitting at historic sitesWork with chefs and butchers to determine best ways to use unique meatsDevelop taste evaluation tools with farmers and consumersWork with neighbors to search for other rarities



  
  

     
  

  
 

  

  
  

  

We must keep our eyes on the larger conservation dilemma:
 

Our food footprint has been 46% of our ecological footprint, but we’ll 
never again pump as much fossil fuel and water to grow our food 
and move it field to table. 

In place of fossil fuel and groundwater, we need to return to the 
following resources and values to sustain food production: 

• The biological wisdom in food 
biodiversity adapted to place. 

• The cultural wisdom in traditional 
agro-ecological know-how. 

• The local resources (manure, 
rainfall, beneficial insects, native 
pollinators, etc) that can replace 
imported inputs. 



    
     

  

  
 

 
 

  
 
 

  
 

The fate of America’s food diversity and rural 
traditions is in our hands and in our parks 

•The ongoing Atlas of Places, 
People & Handmade Products is 
a “memory bank” of our 
traditions of food-getting and 
other subsistence activities to 
reserve for future use 

•Parks and heritage areas are in 
situ “seed & breed banks” of 
adapted genetic stocks for place-
based farming that may soon be 
needed again for food security 



 

  
    

 

  
 

Keynote Presentation II
 

The Future of Working Cultural Landscapes:
 
The Experience of Dolomiti Bellunesi National
 

Park and Parks of Latium
 

Enrico Vettorazzo
 
Office of Environmental Education
 
Parco Nazionale Dolomiti Bellunesi
 

Italy
 



 

 

  

Dolomiti Bellunesi National Park 


• 32,000 hectares in size, with nearly 103,000 people 
in 15 townships 

• Transition zone between alpine and pre-alpine 
landscapes 

• Most extensive wilderness area in northeastern Italy 



  
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

      
    

   
    

Park goals: 
•Preserve nature 
•Apply management that 

integrates people with 
the natural environment 
•Preserve 

anthropological, 
historical, and 
architectural values and 
traditional activities 
•Provide education, 

scientific studies, and 
recreational activities 

The park’s long-term economic/social plan, developed with local 
residents and  officials, identifies actions that benefit communities inside 
the park and in the bordering territory. As part of this plan, the park uses 
its mountain pastures to demonstrate sustainable economic activities. 



  
   

   
  

 
 

 

  
   

 
   

  

 

Project: Model “Shepherd’s Hut”
 

Cattle traditionally grazed the park’s
 
mountain pastures. If the tradition
 
ceases, the landscape will be
 
different. The park is making financial
 
investments to maintain/recover the
 
mountain pastures, including:
 

• Up to five shepherd’s huts 
• New dairy systems and open
 

stables for overnight cattle shelter
 
• Use of alternative energy,
 

including biomass
 

• Application of organic biotechnical
 
methods
 

• Agrotourism activities and
 
education
 



  

       
  

     

  
  

 
   

 

  
 

Project: “Cultivated Biodiversity” 
Two concerns prompted the Cultivated Biodiversity Project: 

1. Erosion of plant and animal biodiversity (e.g., 80 percent of Italy’s 
apples belong to 3 varieties) 

2. Loss of the heritage of traditional cultivation techniques as surviving 
witnesses pass away 

Through the project, the park: 

• Maintains a network of “informer 
farmers” and “keeper farmers” 

• Preserves ecotypes through 
keeper farmers, nursery activity, 
and “catalogue fields” 

• Promotes “Carta Qualità” branding to 
support commercial development 

Catalogue field 

Keeper farmers 



   

 

           

      

       
      

  
 

       
  
    

 

Park Participation in Branding 

Carta Qualità parco nazionale dolomiti bellunesi 

• Grant of park logo, based on meeting standards to ensure quality and
 
authenticity
 

• Available for foods, tourism/hospitality, commerce, handicrafts, services 

Natura in Campo (regional park agency brand) 

• Brand is free to producers of agricultural food products who 
guarantee quality/sustainability of farming activities and meet 
environmental/landscape/traditional practices criteria 
• Objectives of branding program: 

1. Increase value of agricultural products in protected areas 
2. Promote and market products 
3. Create “educational farms” where visitors may experience 

agricultural activities 



 
    

 

  
 

The Future of Working Cultural Landscapes:
 
Parks, Partners, and Local Products
 

October 21–22 , 2008
 

This presentation was prepared by the Conservation Study 
Institute; for more information, contact stewardship@nps.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This network of people working on sustainable working cultural landscapes is exploring new and creative ways to establish connections: between national parks and communities between stewardship of foodsheds and watersheds between the food we eat and products we buy and the landscapes that we need for a more sustainable futurePlease join us!

mailto:stewardship@nps.gov
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